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For a variety of reasons [1-3] the assumption that the spontaneous

breakdown of gauge symmetry is due to the vacuum expectation values of a set

of spin zero fields, seems to be unnatural. Some believe that the masses of

gauge vector bosons arise from dynamical symmetry breaking and that the scalar

bosons {in particular, Goldstone bosons) are bound states [I4—7,2].

The symmetric gauge group of such theory is

ON THE LARGE-N DYNAMICS OF GAUGE SYMMETRY BREAKING *

Here U ^ 1 1 ) describes technicolour strong interaction, and G describes

weak and electromagnetic interactions. There is a set of fermion fields

which transform under the fundamental representation of the colour group and

under appropriate representation of Gy.

The Lagrangian density is
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ABSTRACT

We consider a G w x Um_(H) gauge theory. A method of

colour singlet bilocal collective coordinates is proposed to show,

large-N colour dynamics is responsible for the G gauge symmetry

breaking if the large-N Scwhinger-Dyson equation admits anomalous

solutions. The dynamically generated mass matrix is computed through

these solutions. The technicolour model is discussed.
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The strengths F a and W r are constructed from the vector gauge

fields f(| an

the corresponding group generators.

r lJV a r
, respectively, and T , r are matrices representing

Our task is to describe the dynamics of the vector boson mass generation

without any phenomenological consideration. In an approximations when only

strong interaction is taken into account it is shown that the large N

dynamics is responsible for the G gauge symmetry breaking if the large N

Schviiiger -Dyson equation admits anomalous (symmetry breaking) solutions. The

large-N -mass matrix is computed through these solutions.

The possibility to construct an effective action of Gy gauge fields

and colour singlet bilocal fields which describe femiion-antifermion bound states

is discussed.

Let us consider the generating functional

r (2)
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where djj(f) includes gauge-fixing conditions and Faddeev-Popov determinant.

The G gauge fields are considered as classical sources.

Integrating over f (x) one obtains

where S is generating functional for the connected diagrams of the pure Yang-

Mills theory. To analyze the H-dependence of S it is convenient to introduce

a diagram technique, indicating explicitly the flow of colour indices [8],

Because a gluon carries two colour indices f (x)1 = f a(x)(Ta)1 , the gluon
I** J V J

propagator is represented by two lines with different direction and an analogous

representation holds for the ghost field propagator as well.

To see where the indices go it is enough to follow the arrows. The

index lines flow continuously and they either close to make a loop^ or

beginning from some iji.(x) (lower index) they end in some if1(y) {upper index).
i1

To every such a line corresponds 6 ,. Summing over the colour indices will

give ft,for every index loop, and colour singlet combination of fermion fields

^ ( x ) ^ (y) in the other case. So that the \|i. and ip1 dependence of S is

only through singlet combinations.

It is convenient to introduce a colour singlet bilocal collective

coordinates [9,10] by the relation:

Then

+ Tt Yi - Vfl/jj.(5)

Here V(U) Is obtained from S after replacement of all singlet combinations
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The short designations are defined as follows:

(6)

where a and S are common symbols for spinor and G group indices. They

will be systematically dropped.

Let us now replace exp iS in Eq.(3) by the right-hand side of Eq.(5).

Integrating over * and ji, one obtains for a generating functional

(7)

where

We can draw up Feynman diagrams for any term in V(u) just as In QCD,

The only difference is that we have to associate with every fermion line

61,U(x,y), instead of the free fermion propagator. The diagrams allowable in

V(U) are vacuum ones and fulfil the requirements:

i) They are connected diagrams which remain connected after removing

all of the fermion lines.

ii) Any index loop contains no more than one fermion line.

As a result of this, summing over the colour indices of a loop with

a fermion line we obtain H, which reproduces N entered by Eq.(5). How to

determine the N-dependenee of V{U) we have to follow the well-toown

considerations in QCD [8]. In particular, coupling constant rescaling

g = ^— gQ must be done.

The diagrams contain at least one fermion loop, so that the leading ones

are of order N. This resuls in an expression for the functional V(U) as

a power series in H

(9)
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The planar diagrams with only one fermion loop (.the boundary of the

graphs) which obeys the condition (i) take part in the formation of V (U).

All these diagrams satisfy the condition (li). In accordance with (8) and (9),

5 can be represented in the form

(10)

where

Si - K
To compute the generating functional (-i)ltn Z(W) in the leading order

af N one must find the stationary point ofthe effective action 5- with respect

to U and C, when W r = 0, The equations are

SS.
5 %,

= o

We look, for solutions in the form

-0

Then, the first equation expresses the connection between the fermion propagator

and the fermion self-energy

• » -

(13)

The second one is a Schwinger-Dyson large N equation for a fermion

self-energy. For simplicity reasons we will represent it only graphically

Hg.2

stands for a sum of coefficient functions of all diagrams, with a definite number

of external lines, which come from the Leading order diagrams in V(U) after

removing all of the fermion lines.

Eq,. (lU) reduces to a simpler one, in the case of two dimensional U(K)

gauge theory, and coincides with 't Hooft's equation [ll].

Let us represent the trace in Eq.(ll) in the form

z&fj -i
The las t term does not depend on the fields W and C, so we will drop i t .

Expanding S - around the solution ( U = S , C = £ , W = 0 ) and making
e L L 0

fields translat ion (U - S •* U, C - Z •*• C, W •+ W) we can separate from S

the large H quadratic form of U and C bilocal f ie lds , the self-energy

of gauge fields and a mixing term of V and C f ie lds .
For the self-energy of mesons we have

where S (q.) is Fourier transform of the solution S (x - y ) .

I t is evident that W mesons acquire masses if H r S{0) = Sg M̂

is unequal to zero, and the matrix M " has only non-negative proper values.

Then, the large-H mass term in the effective Lagrangian will be

(16)

Fig.l

To every fermion line corresponds S (x-y) and
CLP

To obtain an effective action containing only W and C fields, we

must perform the integration over the U fields. To do this we have to

rescale the bilocal fields U and C

U
1
7% (IT)
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then the quadratic form of V defines the propagator U U and higher-order

terms determine the interaction vertices. As a result the effective Lagrangian

is

and the coefficient functions can be computed, in principle, in the large-N limit.

For example, the self-interaction of W bosons is of order B, and the self-

interaction [C] of C-fields is of order (-)2

The action (18) describes the interaction of W mesons and particles

which are fermion-antiferraion hound states, because the inverted large-H, C-fields

quadratic form satisfies inhomogeneously Bethe-Salpeter equation.

To obtain this equation let us consider the quadratic part of s
e f f J

 i n the

large N limit (see (10) and (ll))

W fX) Irrr , . j

where

> (M'J
,;i

(19)

S (x'Here D ^(x-y) is the large-DT gluon propagator and S (x'-x) is the solution

of En.(lU).

Performing the Gaussian integral over U, we obtain for a C-field

<Ws.dj-8.tic form

IE - K"1] .

Straightforward computations lead to the large-H Bethe-Salpeter equation

The poles in the solution G tx,x';y",y) determine the fermion
me i sr

antifermion bound s ta tes , so i t i s clear that the bilocal fields describe

composite par t ic les .

In the case of the technicolour model Gy = SUL x U^d) . We have a

multiplet of fermions I I vhich form a left-handed SU (2) doublet

Y 1 2
with Yiypercharge - - and right-handed SUT(2) singlet >\i , iL

with hypercharges equal to
Y + 1 Y 1

and — 5 — correspondingly. The gauge bosons

W , B couple to the following fenoion currents

V -

for G

(21)
_ / •

where T1 are Pauli isospin matrices.

In the limit g ,g^ -*• 0 the technicolour interaction is invariant under

a global SU (2) x SUR(2) symmetry. We assume that the technicolour forces

break the symmetry. It was shown in Ref.[l2] that, in the large-N limit the

symmetry necessarily breaks down to diagonal "isospin" SU(2).

The Green's function of the T product of three chiral currents can

be represented, in large-N, by a triangle diagram only, in which one has to

associate with the fermion lines the solution of Eqs. (l3)-(lU). Then, from

the anomaly equation [12], it follows that the solution must be in the form

(22)

The function B(p } is non-zero because the vacuum expectation value of the

order parameter is non-zero.

Substituting the solution (22) and the vertices rr Eq.(2l) into So.(15)*

we obtain non-vanishing elements of the vector-boson mass matrix

-T-

= A/.* - &&
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where

/

The masses of VT bosons are equal to '- g 2 F

vanishes and that M = M^cosfl the conditions

To ensure the photon mass

have been imposed [2,7,3]. In oux case they lead to the relations

where

The first one can be simply satisfied and for a model with Y - 0 [3]

it Is enough to put A+(p2) » A~(p2) =A(p 2) hut the second condition leads

to complicated relation between A(p ) and B(p ).
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